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Introduction
“YNISSIATE” was a feasibility visit which brought together young
people and youth leaders from Bulgaria, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Portugal, Romania
and Turkey. The initial objective of the feasibility visit was to discuss
about the possibilities of setting up a common youth network in the
field of SSE (social solidarity based economy) and also to consider
other opportunities for future cooperation in the Youth in Action
Programme.
The general objectives of the feasibility visit were:


To provide participants with a stimulating introduction to the
key issues regarding SSE



To provide the possibility to the participants to think over
together the issues of the development of a common
network with young people in the field of SSE



To provide them know-how about project management



To learn how to work in a team



Improvement of communication skills in a multicultural group



Learning about the youth in action programme



Personal and social skills like working in tem and
independent way, learning participatory methodology in
youth work, organizing and leading activity

Participants and Target Group
The Objectif Plein Emploi Network is working in close cooperation
with INEES. Without wishing to go into too much detail, it should be
noted that this Luxembourg-based network was created out of the
desire to pool the ambitions and the knowhow of a body known as

the “Action Sociale pour Jeunes” which, since 1984, at the time of
major industrial restructuring in the country, had been working
alongside young people, helping them to plan their future careers.
The Objectif Emploi network has decided to invest more heavily in
INEES at the beginning of 2006. Its intentions in doing so are quite
clear. Its 20 years of activity are an excellent demonstration of its
capacity for social innovation and the establishment of partnerships
with local authorities and citizens’ networks.
The present project can be considered as part of a longer process
started at the beginning of 2009, and in the frames of which INEES
wishes to reach the youth and make them aware of the possibilities
of “doing economy in another way”. In April 2009 INEES
coordinated the organisation the IV. International Forum –
Globalisation of Solidairty. Among the workshops one was directly
aimed at young people (Youth and Social Solidarity Economy).
The idea of the next phase in this process also originated from the
Forum, i.e. the realisation of a multilateral youth exchange, “Future
is Up to You(th)!” with the sub-title “Let’s involve in Social Solidarity
based Economy Network in order to contribute to sustainable
development”. The success of the exchange, the positive feedback
of young participants encouraged us to make another step forward
i.e. to think about the possibilities of a youth network operating in
the field of SSE. In this way it directly meets the main priority of the
Youth in Action programme concerning participation of young
people.
The project promoters were mainly youth organisations that also
have activities concerning the civil society and wish to involve more
young people in their work and in the realisation of their objectives.
One of our goals was to show them what SSE means and how
young people, more precisely their members and their target
audience can be concerned about the various and actual issues of
SSE.

Organisations that participated in the project:
Foundation Madara, Bulgaria
Foundation Madara-Bulgaria is an NGO working for the spreading
of the culture of peace through international conference, roundtables, performances, concerts, exhibitions, cultural tours,
publication of books. A Member of Planet Society – UNESCO. The
youth department of Foundation Madara-Bulgaria has been a
partner of a great number of youth projects across Europe since
1999. Their major programs: Youth Activities, Peace with others,
Peace with oneself, Peace with nature.
TSV Falkensee e.V., Germany
The society is a social sports organisation next to Berlin (Germany).
It has about 2000 members and works with about 1000 children and
youngsters from 0-20 years. It also organises events for children
and youngsters and tries to educate them through sports – for
example: working in groups, developing of social skills, get to know
different cultures.
Youthnet Hellas, Greece
Youthnet Hellas is a Non-Governmental Organisation, which started
as a youth network 15 years ago, aiming to promote active
participation of youth in a local, national and European level,
through activities and interventions.
Youthnet Hellas provides its members with the opportunity to find
information about jobs and internships within Greece and the
European Union, news about education, NGO activities about the
environment, human rights, peace and democracy and get informed
about all possible ways through which they can get involved.
Youthnet Hellas’ members have participated in hundreds of
programmes (youth camps, work camps, trainings, seminars and

exchanges) during the last 15 years. Taking advantage of the use of
internet the members of Youthnet Hellas, more than 500 youth
workers across the country, communicate and share ideas
regarding the issues that are of great importance for youth.
Youthnet Hellas is active in all youth programmes of EU and
especially in Youth in Action, MED and INTERREG.
Tegyunk Egyutt az Ifjusagert Alapitvany, Hungary
Tegyunk Egyutt az ifjusagert Alapitvany (meaning: “let’s do
something together for the youth” association), formally established
in 2004, but youth who are working voluntarily have been making
projects together since 1993, in Budapest, Hungary. Our activity can
be divided into two main parts: local and international activity. Local
activity: is take place in the 7th district of Budapest, called
Erzsebetvaros. But of course it can expand for example for the time
of camps. The main activity is organizing summer camps for
children and youth (target group: 6-18 years), also disadvantaged
children included. The opportunity to participate in these summer
camps is provided for about 100 children for 10 years now. The
organisation works with about 30 volunteers for whom animator
trainings are provided regularly. The association also organises
cultural events, programs, which aim to help the creation of
communities. As for international activities, the organisation takes
part in EVS projects as a sending organisation (12-14 volunteers
yearly), they also organise and take part in international youth
project, especially in multilateral exchanges and trainings.
Associazione Culturale Strauss, Italy
The association “Arci Strauss” is a self-financed and a non-profit
association that has worked since 1999 in Mussomeli, a town in the
centre of Sicily, near Caltanissetta, with about 150 members. The
association committed to promoting a multicultural and multiracial
society. Since it was born, it has always worked with young people,

disadvantaged and disabled social categories, and in the field of
youth exchanges. Some of them have already participated in two
youth exchanges. Arci Strauss, by means of exhibitions, theatrical
and musical performances, has been able to create important
meeting moments and socialization in a constructive and stimulating
manner. Their most important activities have been: the Festa della
Musica, Carovana Antimafia, the Writing and Hip hop meeting and
the Infogiovani.
NGO PASSWORD, Latvia
The organisation was founded in 2007 and aims at lessening
xenophobia in the local society as well as introducing it with other
cultures and their traditions. Organisation’s regular activities consist
of teaching various languages and dances e.g. flamenco, samba
etc. the organisation currently consists of 30 active members, who
are experienced in various project managements. The organisation
plans to host the first EVS volunteers this autumn.
Culture centre “In Actio”, Lithuania
Cuture centre “In Actio” was founded in May 2006 and it is nongovernmental, non-political, non-religious organization based in
Lithuania. The organization focuses on the involvement and
initiatives of young people to social life.

and actions at the national level, Grande-Région (cooperation
between regions Sarre - Lorraine - Grand-Duchy of Luxemburg Rhénanie-Palatinat - Région wallonne - Communauté française de
Belgique - Communauté germanophone de Belgique) and
European level. The institute intervenes regularly in events,
seminars and conferences.
Another important activity is the identification of a networking with
the actors and protagonists in SSE at the European level. With as
first aim, to better understand and know each other. Then, to speak
out with one voice, even if the concepts of SSE are different in each
country and culture, to come out with a force of proposition for the
recognition and the valorisation of the SSE. INEES’ activities are
therefore various, but the principle still remains: the organisation
process leans on the participation and valorisation of the resources.
INEES is a non profit association with a voluntary board of directors.
It’s composed of 15 members from France, Belgium, Germany,
Switzerland and Luxemburg, researchers, protagonists and SSE
networks or sectors’ representatives. Our public target is composed
of the civil society for the consciousness of SSE. This civil society
implicates all people involved directly or not in SSE projects, but
also the users of the SSE services. The authorities are also a target
for the recognition and the valorisation of the SSE. The researchers
and protagonists (actors) are for the consciousness, the recognition
and the valorisation of its work and values.
Associacao Cidadania Viva, Portugal

Institut Européen pour l’Economie Solidaire (INEES) a.s.b.l.,
Luxembourg
INEES’ goal is the emergence and the recognition of the third sector
between public sector economy and private sector economy: the
social and solidarity economy (SSE). INEES’ activities are
composed of exchanges of good practices, conceptual research

Associacao Cidadania Viva (ACV) is a youth non profit organisation,
founded in April 1999, working on non-formal education,
intercultural and social inclusion issues at a regional level (Lisbon).
They are registered as a youth association at the IPJ (Portuguese
Youth Institute) since 2000. They work with young people from
different geographical, cultural and social background with ages
from 15 up to 30 years old. Their mission is to empower young

people through their ingenious and art, turning them into active
citizens in their community in support of a sustainable development.



To strengthen EU citizenship by providing intercultural
interaction between European youth and local students/the
community as part of international projects.



To send COMU university students to European countries
for a period of between 2 and 12 months as volunteers with
the EVS program.



To develop the intercultural richness of COMU by hosting
university students of EU countries as volunteers under the
EVS program



To develop the initiative and dynamic personal development
of university students in modern life to encourage them to be
open to scientific, technological and artistic development and
to support their being open-minded, respectful of human
rights, inquiring, and productive individuals.

ASER Romania, Romania
ASER is a youth organisation formed mainly by students from the
prestigious Academy of Economics in Bucharest. They are
organising a variety of projects, including internship contests for
their students, conferences, workshops, sports events, etc. the
targets are young people, especially university students and youth
workers because they can interact better with them.
The members are committed to their work and believe that selfimprovement is possible only through experience. That’s why they
want to take part in as many international projects as possible, in
order to gain knowledge, experience and to start developing
projects later here.
Canakkale Onsekiz Mart University, EU Youth and Cultural
Programs Coordination Office, Turkey
EU Youth and Cultural Programs are coordinated by a unit within
the International Relations Office of Canakkale Onsekiz Mart
University (COMU). The aims of the unit are:


To introduce the EU Youth in Action Program to COMU
students, and to give students the opportunity to carry out
international social responsibility projects



To support the personal development of university students
in terms of engaging them in team work, leadership, project
cycle, and budget management by organizing their active
involvement in national and international training courses
about EU YiA programs.

Target group and members of the organization are the current and
graduate students of Canakkale Onsekiz Mart University.

Methodology
When choosing the work methods our intent was to create a
balance between theoretic, practical information and artistic,
individual workshops through „learning by experiencing”, so we
developed a programme accordingly: in the mornings, when
participants were more active and receptive to intellectual activities,
we planned the workshops, discussion and playful exercises, that –
facilitated by us – were to elaborate the topic of environmental
issues. In the afternoons the participants could work with their own
expressing methods reflecting to the morning impressions and
thoughts.
Among the work methods we aimed to use several elements of
learning by experiencing to comply with the age particularities of the

participants, consequently we have chosen in and out door
elements, simulation games, exercises connected to drama in
education and workshops facilitating open communication. Our
objective was to build on the knowledge and experience participants
already had and by giving them some „input” they could further
develop their ideas and share or exchange their thoughts with the
others.

14 March 2010

12:30 – 13:30
14:00 – 17:30
18:00 – 19:00

Lunch
Sightseeing in Luxembourg city (facultative)
Dinner

19:30 – 21:00

Who R U?
The objective of one of the first activities was
to learn each other’s names through a game
when participants had to draw each other’s
portrays, but only one detail at a time, and
then they had to change the sheets among
them from time to time. They got familiar with
faces and names. Portrays then were posted
on the wall.
Another “getting to know each other activity”
was when participants had to write 3 things
about themselves one of which had to be
false and the others had to guess the false
one.
At the first official session of the YE
participants were given an introduction on the
weekly and daily programme. The themes
and objectives of the YE.
A participative method was chosen to define
the “rules of living together” during the week.
Youngsters could suggest the different rules
that were then agreed on by everybody, such
as:
 Problem prevention: Turn to Ewa or
Agnes if you have a problem
 No mobile phones during the
workshops







Smoking allowed only outside the
building
Speak English
Listen to others
Be active
Be quiet after 11 p.m.
Be on time

These rules were afterwards put on the wall
during the whole week as a reminder for
everybody.

15 March 2010



7:30 – 08:45

Breakfast

09:00 – 10:30

Who R We?
The first activity aimed a “deeper get to know
each other”. Paper shamrocks were distributed.
The shamrock had 5 parts


My name (in the middle)



My most memorable
experience



My hobbies



My big dream



My music

intercultural

After filling in the shamrocks individually, they
were discussing with each other in small groups.
The next activity was a group building activity:
“Mission Impossible”. Participants had to work
together in groups and complete different
missions.
10:30 – 11:00

Coffee Break

11:00 – 12:30

WOW!!!
Window Of the World of Social Solidarity
Economy: This part of the programme gave the
theoretical input:




The YiA programme with special
emphasis on networking activities was
presented

Participants got a brief overview of SSE
with specific examples of Luxembourg.
Also we tried to compare the customs and
habits of the different countries regarding
the “third sector”.
An educational tool, particularly designed
for this feasibility visit meant the basis for
further discussion, it also provided more
information on each category of SSE
activities. All along the program,
participants had the possibility to get
inspiration and ideas from the “wallpaper”
to develop their own project.

12:30 – 13:30

Lunch

14:00 – 15:30

What is in your box?
For any kind of cooperation it is essential to know
one’s partners. This activity had the objective to
get to know better the participating organisations
which were presented in a creative way. The
representatives of each organisation had to work
together and introduce their sending structure
with the help of a “blank box” that they had to “fill
in” with content. The following information had to
be provided:
 Expectations from a common project
 Contributions to a common project
 Experience in YiA or other projects
 Keywords for activities
 Topics of SSE that might be interesting to
get engaged in (ideas on the wall!)

15:30 – 16:00

Coffee Break

16:00 – 17:30

Project time – Work-in-net
The objective of the activity was to clarify the
meaning of “project”, “project life cycle” and
“project phases”. Participants had to arrange in
order the different phases of a networking project.
The time-line was put on the wall, and later on
while developing an own project concrete tasks
were added to the phases.
Then they were given the 1st and 2nd parts of the
project management package (see attachments)
and they had work in groups to start the
development of the project. At the end of the day
they presented their ideas and were asked to
answer eventual questions.

18:00 – 19:00

Dinner

19:30 – 22:00

ICE – Intercultural Evening
At the intercultural evening each country had the
possibility to make a short presentation and also
each of them brought some national specialities
to share with peers.
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14:00 – 15:30

07:30 – 08:45

Breakfast

09:00 – 10:30

Project Management

The representative of our Greek partner promoter
suggested a last group building activity with the
aim to show participants that cooperation is
advantageous in achieving common goals i.e. the
as a group they have more potential than the sum
of the potentials of group members. Thus we did
the activity called “survival in the desert” where
participants were placed into an imaginary
situation what they first had to try to solve
themselves, second they had to find the solution
in a smaller group and then individual and group
results were compared that proved that they had
better “chances for survival” as being member of
a group.

Before starting their own project development in
details, participants were provided with input in
the form of a presentation about projects in
general in which examples were taken from the
current project “YNISSIATE” (see PowerPoint
presentation “Aims, objectives, target group…”)
Then they received the 3rd part of the project
management package on which they had to work.
Before the coffee break every group could
present their works, and their peers were glad to
help with questions or commentaries.
10:30 – 11:00
11:00 – 12:30

15:30 – 16:00

Coffee Break

16:00 – 17:30

Can U hear my voice?

Coffee Break
Let’s ACT!
Small work groups were continuing with defining
concrete activities that can be done during their
project. When explaining to the other what kind of
activities and steps to realise the activities they
planned to do, they were also ask to “insert” these
activities in the project timeline that was
assembled and put on the wall the previous day.
So that they could have an overview of their
whole project.

12:30 – 13:30

Our common project – Survival in the desert

Lunch

As being the last activity of the day and also the
last activity (besides the field visit the next day)
participants had to reflect about long distance
communication strategies that are essential for
international cooperation, for the development of
a possible network. Some questions were
provided as a support.
This exercise laid down the bases of keeping
contact with each other in the future and also
gave several guidelines regarding the principles
of effective collaboration and development of
common projects.

18:00 – 19:00

Dinner

19:30 – 21:00

Final Evaluation
Final Evaluation had two parts.
The first part was a visual evaluation with the help
of “Feedback Dartboard” where participants could
indicate their level of satisfaction with each aspect
of the project such as:


Accommodation



Food



Organisation



Each activity

Based on the visual evaluation participants were
less satisfied with the activity to develop their own
projects and the presentation of the organisations
and most satisfied with the theoretical inputs of
the 2nd day such as the programme part WOW
and the programme in general.
The second turn of evaluation was a by filling in a
written questionnaire anonymously. Personal
satisfaction with the feasibility visit greatly differs
according to the background of participants. We
can say that there were basically 2 groups the 1st
one was more interested in theoretical inputs and
preferred more formal activities while the 2nd
group enjoyed better non-formal activities and
found it rather difficult to engage in project
management workshops. Samples of the
questionnaire are attached to the final report.

17 March 2010
07:30 – 08:45
Breakfast
09:00 – 12:30
Field visit: Etika
Etika, a non profit organisation involved in
solidarity finances welcomed the group of
YNISSIATE to give an overview of their activities
but more importantly to show them the reasons
for the importance of their existence and the work
in the field (see PowerPoint presentation “ETIKA”)
Participants were shown extracts of two movies
as well:
- Capitalism: a love story (Michael Moore)
- Let’s Make Money (Erwin Wagenhofer)
Unfortunately not everybody had the chance to
participate the last part of the programme, but
those present were fascinated by the field visit,
and following the presentation there were
interesting discussions around the topic.

Warming up activities / Energizers
Each of the workshops and different activities began with a game to
“wake up” participants and to create good atmosphere, always the
representatives of different country were in charge of the energizer
activity.
Summary
To conclude we can say that the Youth in Action project organised
by the Luxembourg-base Institut Eurpéen pour l’Economie Solidaire
can be considered as a successful one. We are already looking
ahead for other projects with our partner promoters.
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rights, inquiring, and productive individuals.

ASER Romania, Romania
ASER is a youth organisation formed mainly by students from the
prestigious Academy of Economics in Bucharest. They are
organising a variety of projects, including internship contests for
their students, conferences, workshops, sports events, etc. the
targets are young people, especially university students and youth
workers because they can interact better with them.
The members are committed to their work and believe that selfimprovement is possible only through experience. That’s why they
want to take part in as many international projects as possible, in
order to gain knowledge, experience and to start developing
projects later here.
Canakkale Onsekiz Mart University, EU Youth and Cultural
Programs Coordination Office, Turkey
EU Youth and Cultural Programs are coordinated by a unit within
the International Relations Office of Canakkale Onsekiz Mart
University (COMU). The aims of the unit are:


To introduce the EU Youth in Action Program to COMU
students, and to give students the opportunity to carry out
international social responsibility projects



To support the personal development of university students
in terms of engaging them in team work, leadership, project
cycle, and budget management by organizing their active
involvement in national and international training courses
about EU YiA programs.

Target group and members of the organization are the current and
graduate students of Canakkale Onsekiz Mart University.

Methodology
When choosing the work methods our intent was to create a
balance between theoretic, practical information and artistic,
individual workshops through „learning by experiencing”, so we
developed a programme accordingly: in the mornings, when
participants were more active and receptive to intellectual activities,
we planned the workshops, discussion and playful exercises, that –
facilitated by us – were to elaborate the topic of environmental
issues. In the afternoons the participants could work with their own
expressing methods reflecting to the morning impressions and
thoughts.
Among the work methods we aimed to use several elements of
learning by experiencing to comply with the age particularities of the

participants, consequently we have chosen in and out door
elements, simulation games, exercises connected to drama in
education and workshops facilitating open communication. Our
objective was to build on the knowledge and experience participants
already had and by giving them some „input” they could further
develop their ideas and share or exchange their thoughts with the
others.

14 March 2010

12:30 – 13:30
14:00 – 17:30
18:00 – 19:00

Lunch
Sightseeing in Luxembourg city (facultative)
Dinner

19:30 – 21:00

Who R U?
The objective of one of the first activities was
to learn each other’s names through a game
when participants had to draw each other’s
portrays, but only one detail at a time, and
then they had to change the sheets among
them from time to time. They got familiar with
faces and names. Portrays then were posted
on the wall.
Another “getting to know each other activity”
was when participants had to write 3 things
about themselves one of which had to be
false and the others had to guess the false
one.
At the first official session of the YE
participants were given an introduction on the
weekly and daily programme. The themes
and objectives of the YE.
A participative method was chosen to define
the “rules of living together” during the week.
Youngsters could suggest the different rules
that were then agreed on by everybody, such
as:
 Problem prevention: Turn to Ewa or
Agnes if you have a problem
 No mobile phones during the
workshops







Smoking allowed only outside the
building
Speak English
Listen to others
Be active
Be quiet after 11 p.m.
Be on time

These rules were afterwards put on the wall
during the whole week as a reminder for
everybody.

15 March 2010



7:30 – 08:45

Breakfast

09:00 – 10:30

Who R We?
The first activity aimed a “deeper get to know
each other”. Paper shamrocks were distributed.
The shamrock had 5 parts


My name (in the middle)



My most memorable
experience



My hobbies



My big dream



My music

intercultural

After filling in the shamrocks individually, they
were discussing with each other in small groups.
The next activity was a group building activity:
“Mission Impossible”. Participants had to work
together in groups and complete different
missions.
10:30 – 11:00

Coffee Break

11:00 – 12:30

WOW!!!
Window Of the World of Social Solidarity
Economy: This part of the programme gave the
theoretical input:




The YiA programme with special
emphasis on networking activities was
presented

Participants got a brief overview of SSE
with specific examples of Luxembourg.
Also we tried to compare the customs and
habits of the different countries regarding
the “third sector”.
An educational tool, particularly designed
for this feasibility visit meant the basis for
further discussion, it also provided more
information on each category of SSE
activities. All along the program,
participants had the possibility to get
inspiration and ideas from the “wallpaper”
to develop their own project.

12:30 – 13:30

Lunch

14:00 – 15:30

What is in your box?
For any kind of cooperation it is essential to know
one’s partners. This activity had the objective to
get to know better the participating organisations
which were presented in a creative way. The
representatives of each organisation had to work
together and introduce their sending structure
with the help of a “blank box” that they had to “fill
in” with content. The following information had to
be provided:
 Expectations from a common project
 Contributions to a common project
 Experience in YiA or other projects
 Keywords for activities
 Topics of SSE that might be interesting to
get engaged in (ideas on the wall!)

15:30 – 16:00

Coffee Break

16:00 – 17:30

Project time – Work-in-net
The objective of the activity was to clarify the
meaning of “project”, “project life cycle” and
“project phases”. Participants had to arrange in
order the different phases of a networking project.
The time-line was put on the wall, and later on
while developing an own project concrete tasks
were added to the phases.
Then they were given the 1st and 2nd parts of the
project management package (see attachments)
and they had work in groups to start the
development of the project. At the end of the day
they presented their ideas and were asked to
answer eventual questions.

18:00 – 19:00

Dinner

19:30 – 22:00

ICE – Intercultural Evening
At the intercultural evening each country had the
possibility to make a short presentation and also
each of them brought some national specialities
to share with peers.
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14:00 – 15:30

07:30 – 08:45

Breakfast

09:00 – 10:30

Project Management

The representative of our Greek partner promoter
suggested a last group building activity with the
aim to show participants that cooperation is
advantageous in achieving common goals i.e. the
as a group they have more potential than the sum
of the potentials of group members. Thus we did
the activity called “survival in the desert” where
participants were placed into an imaginary
situation what they first had to try to solve
themselves, second they had to find the solution
in a smaller group and then individual and group
results were compared that proved that they had
better “chances for survival” as being member of
a group.

Before starting their own project development in
details, participants were provided with input in
the form of a presentation about projects in
general in which examples were taken from the
current project “YNISSIATE” (see PowerPoint
presentation “Aims, objectives, target group…”)
Then they received the 3rd part of the project
management package on which they had to work.
Before the coffee break every group could
present their works, and their peers were glad to
help with questions or commentaries.
10:30 – 11:00
11:00 – 12:30

15:30 – 16:00

Coffee Break

16:00 – 17:30

Can U hear my voice?

Coffee Break
Let’s ACT!
Small work groups were continuing with defining
concrete activities that can be done during their
project. When explaining to the other what kind of
activities and steps to realise the activities they
planned to do, they were also ask to “insert” these
activities in the project timeline that was
assembled and put on the wall the previous day.
So that they could have an overview of their
whole project.

12:30 – 13:30

Our common project – Survival in the desert

Lunch

As being the last activity of the day and also the
last activity (besides the field visit the next day)
participants had to reflect about long distance
communication strategies that are essential for
international cooperation, for the development of
a possible network. Some questions were
provided as a support.
This exercise laid down the bases of keeping
contact with each other in the future and also
gave several guidelines regarding the principles
of effective collaboration and development of
common projects.

18:00 – 19:00

Dinner

19:30 – 21:00

Final Evaluation
Final Evaluation had two parts.
The first part was a visual evaluation with the help
of “Feedback Dartboard” where participants could
indicate their level of satisfaction with each aspect
of the project such as:


Accommodation



Food



Organisation



Each activity

Based on the visual evaluation participants were
less satisfied with the activity to develop their own
projects and the presentation of the organisations
and most satisfied with the theoretical inputs of
the 2nd day such as the programme part WOW
and the programme in general.
The second turn of evaluation was a by filling in a
written questionnaire anonymously. Personal
satisfaction with the feasibility visit greatly differs
according to the background of participants. We
can say that there were basically 2 groups the 1st
one was more interested in theoretical inputs and
preferred more formal activities while the 2nd
group enjoyed better non-formal activities and
found it rather difficult to engage in project
management workshops. Samples of the
questionnaire are attached to the final report.

17 March 2010
07:30 – 08:45
Breakfast
09:00 – 12:30
Field visit: Etika
Etika, a non profit organisation involved in
solidarity finances welcomed the group of
YNISSIATE to give an overview of their activities
but more importantly to show them the reasons
for the importance of their existence and the work
in the field (see PowerPoint presentation “ETIKA”)
Participants were shown extracts of two movies
as well:
- Capitalism: a love story (Michael Moore)
- Let’s Make Money (Erwin Wagenhofer)
Unfortunately not everybody had the chance to
participate the last part of the programme, but
those present were fascinated by the field visit,
and following the presentation there were
interesting discussions around the topic.

Warming up activities / Energizers
Each of the workshops and different activities began with a game to
“wake up” participants and to create good atmosphere, always the
representatives of different country were in charge of the energizer
activity.
Summary
To conclude we can say that the Youth in Action project organised
by the Luxembourg-base Institut Eurpéen pour l’Economie Solidaire
can be considered as a successful one. We are already looking
ahead for other projects with our partner promoters.

